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A single source for all your Sage 100 integrations.  Connect The Dots with TEKOA 
and seamlessly integrate Sage 100 with other applications used to run your 
business.  Schedule integration events or launch on demand, easily managed 
bridges between the tools that run your business and Sage 100. 

 
Integrate files, applications, web sites and more with your Sage 100 software to 
automate workflows and increase data accuracy. 
 

TEKOA software 

 
TEKOA has a team of Application 

Integration professionals that help 
you Connect The Dots of your 
Sage 100 Integration project. 

 
 

Essential Automated File Import 

Paste files to a secured public or private folder and have the file contents automatically inserted into Sage 100.  Everything 
from Sage 100 Journal Entries to Orders and Invoices.  Supported files include CSV, XML or JSON.  Ideal for the automated 
import of Customer Purchase Orders into Sage 100 Sales Order Entry.  Increase sales, ease the burden of manual data entry 
and increase data accuracy when you simply drop files into a folder and have them automatically inserted into Sage 100. 

Essential Automated File Export 

When new data appears in Sage 100, automatically export files containing necessary Sage 100 data.  Have the files 
deposited to a secured public or private folder, or email delivered to a designated recipient.  A great solution for Advanced 
Ship Notices, automated spreadsheet reports or any data you want to pull from Sage 100 and export it into a file 
automatically. 

TEKOA Data Manager 

Using Microsoft SQL automatically cache Sage 100 data into SQL where you can build queries and procedures that produce 
the data sets you need for detailed business analysis and SQL Reporting Services.  Take reporting and KPI dashboards to the 
next level with advanced data management tools and TEKOA Data Manager. 
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TEKOA Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) 

A full featured EDI Solution for Sage 100.  Send and Receive EDI transactions between Sage 100 and your Trading Partners.  
Including common EDI transactions like: 850, 856, 810 and more.  Build your own document maps and initiate secured 
Endpoints.  Monitor transactions using TEKOA’s intuitive web interface and meet all the requirements of Trading Partners 
to successfully exchange EDI documents.  Build stronger relationships with key Customers and Suppliers by integrating Sage 
100 using TEKOA EDI. 

TEKOA REST API for Sage 100 

TEKOA built from the ground up a unique developer tool for programmers that want to dialogue with Sage 100 using REST 
API technology.  Seamlessly integrate web sites, web portals, ecommerce and applications in real-time using common GET, 
POST & PUT REST API commands connected to Sage 100.  Complete Endpoint documentation provided and professional 
integration support enables you to develop custom integrations for Sage 100. 

Additional Features 

• Automatic Transaction Logging & Archive 

• Professional Integration Support Services 

• Customizable for unique needs 

• Available options for data transformation between endpoints 

• Custom file Retrieving or Sending Configurations 

• Automated Email Notifications of Integration Events 

• Monthly or Annual Subscriptions Available 
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NEXT STEPS 

 

> Choose what Sage 100 data you want to integrate.  For example: Sales Orders, 

Shipments, GL Journals, Inventory Transactions or anything else. 

> Select an Integration method. For example: File Import, Export, SQL Data 

Integration, EDI or REST API. 

> Call TEKOA at 888-811-2998 and tell us about your Integration project plans. 

> Receive a Quote tailored to your specific integration requirements.  

> Implement your Sage 100 Integration with guided help from a specialist. 

> Start saving time and money with your TEKOA Integration for Sage 100. 
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